
Hilton Budapest 

 

Title: Elegance and luxury in the Budapest Castle District 

 

Key Facts: 

 

Application: Hotel 

Location: Budapest 

Client: Hilton Budapest 

Lighting designer: Zengő vári Világítástechnikai Kft. 

 

Key results: 

 

 LED light sources provide vintage look, elegant and warm lighting suitable 

for the Baroque style, five-star luxury environment 

 The light sources emit light in 360 degrees, and offer the feeling and looks 

of incandescent bulbs. 

 The energy requirements and operating costs of the lighting system got 

radically reduced. 

 

Main text:  

 

Hilton Budapest is located in the impressive Castle District, a World Heritage Site, 

next to the Fisherman’s Bastion and Matthias Church. One of the finest luxury 

hotels of the city is known among its guests and catering professionals for the 

alloy of its exclusive surroundings and sophisticated style. The modern hotel 

interior blends with the elements of the former 13th century Dominican monastery 

in the building, also the hotel’s 298 luxuriously decorated guest rooms and 23 

suits have a unique panoramic view on the Danube curving at the foot of the 

mountains.  

 

“Our task was to emphasize the luxury hotel’s unique features to the maximum by 

choosing the suitable lighting” 



 

The designer was responsible for creating an elegant subdued lighting, that is 

most suitable to the five-star, luxurious, baroque environment, and emphasizes 

the hotel’s unique features to the maximum. Therefore, a light source, perfectly 

able to recreate the warm atmosphere of traditional bulbs was necessary. The 

choice fell on the ToLEDo Retro LED product line from Feilo Sylvania. 

 

 “A light source, perfectly able to recreate the warm atmosphere of traditional 

bulbs was necessary” 

 

The products are made with the ToLEDo Retro LED fibre technology that consists 

of 1.5 mm wide and, depending on the model, 3-4 cm long LED fibres, each with 

1-1.5 watts, which provide the light. Thanks to the technology the light sources 

emit light in all directions. The A++ energy class LED light sources, which are 

available in GLS, Ball, Candle and special versions, are practically applicable in any 

surroundings.  

 

The members of the product family are the perfect energy saving alternatives to 

general and decorative lighting, wall lamps, table lamps and chandeliers. 

 

Feilo Sylvania’s high quality and energy efficient light sources, which can be 

customized to any local or individual needs, succeeded in making the impressive 

environment of the Hilton Budapest building more unique.  

 

Contact: 

Feilo Sylvania Eastern European Head Office  

H-1023 Budapest, Árpád fejedelem útja 26-28. 

Óbuda Gate 5th floor 

T: +36 1 888 0639  

E: info.hu@feilosylvania.com 

www.feilosylvania.com 

 

 

tel:++36%201%20888%200639
mailto:info.hu@feilosylvania.com
http://www.feilosylvania.com/


Footer:  

 

Feilo Sylvania offers high quality energy efficient luminaires, lamps and control 

systems, which are developed by an independent engineering team supported by 

an excellent customer service. We constantly develop and improve new 

technologies at our company. We persistently work on a large selection of high 

quality products that we can offer to our customers. 

 

www.feilosylvania.com 

 

 

 


